USEFUL RESOURCES

Christian Environmental agencies

A Rocha. (Christians in Conservation)  
www.arocha.org

Christian Ecology Link  
www.christian-ecology.org.uk

John Ray Initiative  (Promoting environmental sustainability)  
www.jri.org.uk

ALSO

Tear Fund and Christian Aid have some good material.  
www.tearfund.org

Videos

BBC Life on Earth series (David Attenborough)  (Study 1)

Tear Fund on poverty issues  (Study 3)

Books and papers

The care of Creation ed. by R.J.Berry  (general, studies 3 and 4)
Tear Fund public policy paper
Poverty and the environment  (general, studies 2 and 3)
The Message of Creation  David Wilkinson
The Earth under Threat  Ghillean Prance
John Ray Initiative papers

1. Farming in crisis and the voice of silence- a response to David Atkinson.  
   S.P. Carruthers  (Study 1)

2. Loss of Biodiversity  
   (Study 1)

3. Biblical Basis for Creation Care  
   (general)

4. Renewable Energy  
   Professor J. Twidell  
   (Study 5)

Guardians of Creation by Lawrence Osborn  (Study 4)

Study packs, etc

A Rocha “Healing the land” pack  (Study 1)
A Rocha slide/tape presentation  (Study 5)

There are many other excellent resources also.

I hope these notes will be of particular interest to those deeply concerned about the environment, and also wishing to explore what the Bible has to say on this subject with a view to taking really practical steps towards action. The amount of material is large, and one study can be spread over two sessions if required, or not all questions need to be discussed.

I am very grateful to Rev.Dave Bookless (A Rocha), and Dr. Peter Carruthers (JRI) for their helpful comments and suggestions.

Dena Burne  (December 2002)